Considerations of cost and effectiveness in the choice of mastectomy.
Operable breast cancer may be managed equally well by a number of different regimens of mastectomy and/or radiotherapy. This paper examines the financial and morbidity costs, together with the node sampling efficacy, of three commonly employed techniques: simple mastectomy; total mastectomy with node biopsy or limited node excision; and modified radical mastectomy. Adjuvant radiotherapy (and/or chemotherapy) can only be applied rationally if node sampling is effective. Simple mastectomy cannot achieve this. Total mastectomy, providing that a node sample is obtained, is effective, and is probably the cheapest option. Total axillary clearance runs the risk of increased morbidity (and financial cost), while not necessarily guaranteeing more effective node sampling. Much of the cost and morbidity of mastectomy may be reduced by a limited but rational radiation policy.